
Happy Birthday Chris

1. Day Of The Week

2. Adjective 

3. Adverb 
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5. Something Scary
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Happy Birthday Chris

One day of the week Chris was driving to work in her Fin Fin. It was a Adjective day. As she was

Adverb along the interstate passing all the other cars and waving to Eric Jaffe as she flew by she noticed

a young man on the side of the road. It appeared he had a flat tire. Chris is Adjective enough to know not

to stop and help strangers for fear they may be axe something scary but this particular young man was

driving an Infiniti so she knew that not only was he harmless but all so a very Adjective man for

choosing the world's best vehicle to drive. She pulled over (after cutting off number lanes of traffic) and

got out of her car. She introduced herself to the describe a man man who said he was just waiting for the

tow truck to come, but he was a an amount -describing stressed because he had important plans to meet a

relative for brunch. Chris told him she'd be happy to give him a ride, she was free until 10am when she had a

Verb - Present ends in ING with Proper Noun and Proper Noun . They walked over to her Infiniti

and got in, but she them made the man get out and wipe his body part in the grass so he wouldn't get too

much of the Noun he had been action on in her car. As a fellow Infiniti owner he understood

this request and obliged. They drove along the interstate for some amount of time chatting and having a

Adjective discussion about the birds and the bees. They discussed the finer points of analytics and media

buys - clearly they had a lot in common. The describe a man man directed Chris to the location where he

was to meet his relative for lunch and soon Chris realized that it was very close to Sears Holdings where she

worked - in fact it was Sears Holdings! Chris pulled up to the front door to release syn the

describe a man man off so he could check in as a visitor and after they exchanged numbers for a future

another word for a date



Chris said "If you don't mind me asking - who is your relative that you are meeting here - maybe we work

together" and the young man replied "Bob Wood."
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